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MOMENT is a novel neutrino production facility concept where a low-energy high-flux beam of neutrinos
and antineutrinos is conceived via muon decay. As a medium-baseline accelerator neutrino facility with low
beam-related backgrounds and an unprecedentedly intense neutrino flux, MOMENT is suitable for the precision
measurement of the CP violating Dirac phase as well as to look for hints of new physics in three-neutrino
oscillations. To fully realize the potential of MOMENT and its neutrino physics program, we present this Letter
of Interest to Snowmass 2021.
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I. MOTIVATION1

Neutrino oscillation experiments provide an important tool2

to address the questions that relate to the neutrino masses3

and mixing. Precision measurements on the standard oscil-4

lation parameters defining the Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-5

Sakata matrix [1–3] are therefore of fundamental importance.6

The next-generation neutrino oscillation experiments are ex-7

pected to provide decisive evidence of the ordering the neu-8

trino masses and establish either the violation or conservation9

of the CP symmetry in the lepton sector. As the precision on10

the standard neutrino oscillation parameters increases, mea-11

surements in the next-generation experiments will give an op-12

portunity to seek residues of flavour symmetries in the struc-13

ture of the neutrino mass matrix. Observation of such pattern14

could hint the origin of the neutrino mixing. Furthermore, the15

mounting data from neutrino oscillation experiments of var-16

ious kinds will also allow to search for deviations from the17

well-established standard three-neutrino oscillations. Neu-18

trino oscillations will provide a valuable tool to check for ex-19

istence of physics beyond the Standard Model and look for20

signatures of specific models.21

The U.S. particle physics community has held a long tra-22

dition in planning and facilitating neutrino oscillation exper-23

iments. The U.S. institutions have a crucial role in the plan-24

ning and realization of the next-generation long-baseline ex-25

periment DUNE [4]. There is also a solid representation in26

the similar experiment T2HK in Japan [5] and in the next-27

generation reactor neutrino experiment JUNO in China [6].28

In this Letter, we draw attention to the next-generation29

medium-baseline muon-decay neutrino facility MO-30

MENT [7]. MOMENT presents a novel neutrino beam31

concept where an intensive low-energy beam of neutrinos32

and antineutrinos is produced via muon decays. The beam fa-33

cility is envisioned to operate with 15 MW continuous-wave34

proton beam which will deliver a high-flux beam of neutrinos35

and antineutrinos from µ+ → ν̄µνee
+ and µ− → νµν̄ee

−.36
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The result is a neutrino/antineutrino beam which will peak37

between 100 MeV and 300 MeV energies, with relatively38

easy prospects to change the beam polarity. For this kind of39

beam, a baseline of approximately 150 km length is suitable40

for performing precision measurements on the neutrino41

oscillation parameters. Previously, a Water Cherenkov42

detector of 500 kton fiducial mass with gadolinium doping43

has been considered for MOMENT. Although the relatively44

low cross-sections in the relevant beam energies must be45

compensated with a very-large detector mass, the Water46

Cherenkov technology is thought to be the most suitable due47

to its excellent performance at low energies [7].48

As the search for new physics calls for measurements of49

higher precision and various methods, the nearly background-50

free accelerator facilities based on muon decays are needed to51

complement the existing technologies. The medium-baseline52

experiment facility MOMENT provides an excellent oppor-53

tunity to look for new physics in a new experimental setup,54

where the low exposure to matter effects combined with55

the nearly background-free muon-decay beam facility. MO-56

MENT could therefore complement the measurements of the57

future long-baseline experiments T2HK and DUNE, and the58

reactor neutrino experiment JUNO, which generate neutrinos59

from pion decays and beta decay, respectively.60

II. PRECISION MEASUREMENT ON THE CP61

VIOLATING PHASE62

The efficacy of MOMENT has recently been examined63

for the physics prospects of measuring the Dirac CP phase64

δCP [8, 9]. The present world data from neutrino oscillation65

experiments prefer a CP-violating phase with the allowed val-66

ues δCP ' 123◦–369◦ within 3σ confidence level for normal67

ordering and 193◦–352◦ for inverted ordering [10]. A signif-68

icantly higher precision is needed to establish CP violation in69

neutrino oscillations, however. Whether or not this milestone70

can be reached in MOMENT will depend on the experimental71

configuration [8] as well as on the true value of δCP , though72

it has been shown that an overall precision as good as 12◦ can73

be accomplished [9].74

One of the challenges embedded in the physics poten-75

tial of MOMENT is finding the suitable detector technology.76
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The relatively low average energy of the neutrino/antineutrino77

beam asks for a scalable detector technology that can per-78

form well at low energies [7]. One of the applicable choices79

is the conventional Water Cherenkov vessel with a sufficient80

level of gadolinium doping. It was suggested that a detector81

of about 500 kt fiducial mass would be required to compen-82

sate for the low cross-sections that emerge at the MOMENT83

energies with this technology. However, this is seen to intro-84

duce new difficulties in limiting the backgrounds [8]. It was85

found that the precision on δCP could be brought down to 12◦86

within 3σ confidence level when a joint-analysis is done with87

MOMENT, DUNE and T2HK [9].88

Mitigation of the conventional bottlenecks in the neutrino89

detector can also be sought by considering alternative de-90

tector technologies in MOMENT. One recently completed91

study [11] focused on the applications of the opaque detec-92

tors. The study focused on a specific kind of liquid scintilla-93

tor where the medium is loaded opaque with heavy elements,94

such as lead or gadolinium [12–14]. It was found in Ref. [11]95

that this technology could potentially improve the sensitivity96

to CP violation search in MOMENT, though a more detailed97

study in detector responses is needed.98

III. SEARCHES FOR PHYSICS BEYOND THE99

STANDARD MODEL100

Besides the precision measurements on the standard neu-101

trino oscillation parameters, MOMENT may also comple-102

ment the on-going search for physics beyond the Standard103

Model. There are several anomalies that lead to believe the104

Standard Model does not give the complete picture. In the105

neutrino sector, the so-called short-baseline [15] and reac-106

tor neutrino anomalies [16] give reasons to consider whether107

there are physics beyond the Standard Model that could po-108

tentially influence the on-going neutrino oscillation experi-109

ments.110

There are also theoretical motivations to look for physics111

beyond the standard three-neutrino oscillation pattern. In112

many extensions to the Standard Model, the vanishing mass113

of the three active neutrinos is explained with the presence114

of one or more sterile neutrinos, which may influence the os-115

cillations between the the active neutrino states. The exis-116

tence of such neutrinos may not only enable the search for117

new physics in the neutrino oscillation experiments, but their118

effect may also smear the on-going measurements of the stan-119

dard oscillation parameters [17].120

To understand the nature of new physics, it is useful to121

observe the phenomena predicted by the same new-physics122

model using different technologies and methods. To this ex-123

tent, MOMENT will complement the experimental runs of124

the future long-baseline experiments T2HK and DUNE, as125

well as the medium-baseline reactor experiment JUNO.126

The sensitivity to new physics in MOMENT has been stud-127

ied on several occasions. The sensitivity to the light ster-128

ile neutrino was investigated with both the Water Cherenkov129

and the opaque detector technologies [11], finding moderate130

sensitivities for the fourth neutrino mass around ∆m2
41 ≡131

m2
4 − m2

1 ' 1 eV2. The littlest seesaw was also studied132

in MOMENT [18] using the so-called tri-direct approach in133

model building [19]. If the additional neutrino states are suf-134

ficiently heavy, the decay into lighter neutrino states could135

occur [20]. The efficiency of using MOMENT in constrain-136

ing the neutrino decay scenario was studied in the case of137

invisible neutrino decay [21].138

One manifestation of new physics that could be of par-139

ticular interest in MOMENT is the charged-current non-140

standard neutrino interactions (CC-NSI) [22]. The sensi-141

tivity to the CC-NSI was studied in near and far detectors142

of MOMENT assuming two identical Water Cherenkov ves-143

sels [22]. In contrast to the long-baseline experiments DUNE144

and T2HK, the comparatively shorter baseline length in MO-145

MENT makes the measurement of CC-NSI nearly free of neu-146

tral current non-standard interactions (NC-NSI), as was noted147

in Refs. [23] and [24]. Analysing the MOMENT data in con-148

junction with those from NOνA and T2K will help to dis-149

entangle the CP phase and octancy measurements from the150

matter NSI effects [23].151

Altogether, MOMENT could provide valuable information152

about the nature of new physics as alternative technology to153

the currently planned long-baseline experiments T2HK and154

DUNE and the medium-baseline reactor experiment JUNO.155
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